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01SPEAKERS
PHILIPPE BAUD R Y
ARTEA’s CEO

In the presence of Dario Nardella, the Mayor of Florence and Monica Marini, the Councillor of the Metropolitan
City Council in charge of Heritage

C A R LO B A N D I N I

Architect
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OF THE BUILDING

© Una proposta per il recupero di funzioni urbane nel centro storico, édition CLUSF Cooperativa
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02HISTORY

The monumental complex of Sant’Orsola has its
origins at the dawn of the 14th century, when it was
founded as a Benedictine convent, annex of the
nearby Church of San Lorenzo.
In the 15th century it was considerably extended
with the arrival of the Franciscan sisters. During
the Renaissance, the extensions were continuous,
with substantial facade completion on the current
Sant’Orsola Street, at the corner of Taddea Street.
Then, for several centuries, there were no extensions,
nor any substancial changes.
At the beginning of the 19th century, during the
Napoleonic era, the convent has ceased its religious
practice to begin its secular phase. Throughout the
19th century, it underwent major extensions around
the Clock Courtyard, as well as adjustments to
accommodate new civil functions (e.g, a merry-goround, a tobacco manufacturer, a shelter, etc.).
In the 1980s, the most important interventions, and
in some ways devastating, took place with the
intent of transforming the convent into the future
headquarters of the Guardia di Finanza. However,
these changes ceased in the mid-1980s.
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03ARTEA GROUP

artea, a player in sustainable real estate wishing
to bring back to life historic buildings.

ARTEA is the contraction of the two words: ARTE
and AREA (in Latin). The Group’ ambition stands in
its name : to give life to projects with Art and History
at their heart.
This is the beginning of an answer to the question:
why is ARTEA the best player to handle the stunning
restructuring project of Sant’Orsola as defined in
the rehabilitation Bando ?

investing in ARTEA’s assets for the coming years.
The first investment part will amount to €300M.

ARTEA Group is a company that has existed for
20 years. It holds more than than €100M in equity
capital, several hundred million of assets in France,
and will generate in 2021 more €100M of sales.

Its model and values consist in developing
an ecosystem whose pillars are :
- sustainable development at the heart of real estate;
- the development of renewable energies;
- the development of services.

The company has close relationships with major
banks, such as BNP Paribas, the Banque Publique
d’Investissement (BPI France), and Credit Agricole,
which has provided support for more than 10 years
on various kinds of operations such as bond issues.
In the same way, since 2009, ARTEA partners
with Caisse des Dépôts Group (The French major
sovereign fund and public investment company),
which supports the Group as co-investor. Hence,
ARTEA signed an agreement with CDC in January
2021 in order to create a joint venture dedicated to

If these structuring partnerships are made possible,
it is partly due to the specificity of ARTEA’s integrated
model. Indeed, its strength is to be part of the whole
real estate value chain as :
designer ; developer ; investor ; and operator.

Specifically, ARTEA offer main value lies in its
ability to bring to life eco-neighbourhoods and global
projects.
To do so, the Group starts either from greenfield,
real estate complexes, or historic sites that require
restructuring, and provide them with new functions.
These new functions are perfectly in line with
local communities’ expectations. As for them,
understanding the new trends in real estate functions
is at the heart of ARTEA’s concerns.

The Group’s projects are located on the outskirts
and in the heart of France’s major cities,
and in Europe.
This vision, and the historical expertise ARTEA
has developped, give to the company
the legitimacy to handle complex operations
such as the transformation of Sant’Orsola.
Moreover common objective is that tomorrow,
for every visitor, the visit of Sant’Orsola will be
a new experience and the opportunity to discover
the historical heart of this unique place.

ARTEA Group

Real Estate & Hospitality
company
www.groupe-artea.fr/en/
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03 TEAM

BCB PROGETTI SRL

BCB Progetti is a design and engineering company,
founded by the architects Carlo Bandini and
Gianni Bellucci, who have pooled their experience
in public structures design and into the construction
and design of public structures (shops, hotels,sports
facilities, and commercial structures of medium and
large size).
The architect Carlo Bandini, director of BCB Progetti
srl, student of Professor Pierluigi Spadolini, began his
professional career by doing both architecture and
urban planning, with particular attention to the use
of computerized planning systems that were at
their beginnings in the early 1990s. He was part of
the design group for the High Speed Guide Plan at
the end of the 90s. After significant collaborations,
he began on his own by immediately focusing on
the design and conception of medium and large
commercial or industrial structures, sport facilities,
stores, and prestigious hotel renovations.

With the creation of BCB Progetti srl, he keeps
developping his activities with a multi-displinary
focus, from economic feasibility analysis to executive
design and construction management.
In analysing the Sant’Orsola project, BCB Progetti
has immediately thought of organizing a work team
that could cover all the many aspects and
complexities that such an intervention implies, with
particular attention to the building historical analysis,
the types of restoration and structural implications
the rehabilitation will imply.

Carlo Bandini
Architect
www.bcbprogetti.it
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03 TEAM

GERALDINE DOHOGNE
BEYOND DESIGN

As a world-class interior designer and decorator
based in London, Geraldine Dohogne’s work is driven
by instinct and emotion,
as well as by a look back at fundamental values.

Operating globally in the hotel and hospitality
industry, she offers a fully customized service.
After all, the difference between the ordinary and the
extraordinary is that little extra.

By creating a captivating story and adding to it
an experiential touch, each project is endowed with
a unique personality and a true soul.
She believes that being intimately involved in every
aspect of a project offers consistency and allows it to
excel in every aspect of the detail.

Among Geraldine Dohogne’s projects are the hotel
“1898 The Post” in Ghent, Belgium and the Chalet in
Megève, France.

Geraldine Dohogne
Interior design
www.geraldinedohogne.com
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04THE SANT’ORSOLA EX-CONVENT
REHABILITATION PROJECT

From the first visit of Sant’Orsola almost 2 years ago,
ARTEA has been seduced by its beauty and poetry.
This complex also offers a fantastic potential,
in particular because of its organization around
the three main courtyards.
However, this is not a classic operation,
but an essential public/private project. Indeed,
Sant’Orsola is a jewel dear to Florentines’ hearts,
and this is why ARTEA has decided to create
a 100% Florentine project where Sant’Orsola
would be open on the city.

In Sant’Orsola, priority will be given to public
interest facilities with the aim of bringing
new services to the neighborhood and city’s
inhabitants :
- a school of higher education,
- artist’s workshops,
- a space for fitness and well-being,
- a toy library,
- a museum / event space in the old town
chapel where the Mona Lisa tomb is probably
located,
- an urban garden,
- a business and conference center,

Thus, in collaboration with the municipality
and in accordance with the Bando of rehabilitation,
a hybrid program has been designed, combining
services of public interest and commercial activities.
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04 THE SANT’ORSOLA EX-CONVENT REHABILITATION PROJECT

ulano un contratto con Antonio Zanobi e Baldassarre di Banda del Ponte a

uraglia lungo “la via dell’orto”, di volte “ammattonate ed intonacate di sotto,

etti impianellati, di palchi piallati e impianellati sopra le celle”11.

rtolomeo di Jacopo inizia la costruzione del muro a confine dell’orto. Dal

di lavoro dell'Opera Universitaria, si potrebbe ipotizzare che siano state

Besides, private interest facilities will be found
muro di cinta anche il portico che si affaccia sul cortile grande, cosiddetto

a S.Orsola e via Taddea) e alcune celle del piano superiore. A sostegnoindiSant’Orsola:
- stores,

vuta prudenza, sono indicativi i capitelli che si “affacciano” sulla muratura
- restaurants,

- craft workshops putting the spotlight on Italian
armato) del lato nord-ovest del cortile (figg. 3-4): per tipologia si distinguono

know-how
del cortile piccolo, con volute e ovuli, non appartenenti alle forme più austere

nedettina.

- various services,
- a foresteria dedicated mainly to the different
Sant’Orsola functions.
All facilities and services offered aim to respond
as closely as possible to the needs and desires of its
visitors. Thus, any person staying in Sant’Orsola
will be able to, within a day: meet & share ; learn
& work ; be inspired & entertained ; eat & rest.
Tomorrow, Sant’Orsola will be a place with diversified
functions, and will have to find a financial balance
between all of them.

Our project has also the interest of highlighting the
fantastic potential of the Complex, which will be even
more inspiring in the future.
Having been seduced by the complex’s atmosphere,
ARTEA will inspire itselft from the building’s
numerous transformations over centuries in order to
achieve a renovation that respects both the identity
of the place and enhances the works currently under
renovation.
The meticulous design of its interior spaces will
combine textures and materials inspired by nature,
combining what is raw and sophisticated.
Historic materials and antiques specially found in the
area for Sant’Orsola will offer visitors a true
connection with their environment and a desire to
lengthen their stay.
The atmospheres provided will allow to return to the
building’ roots, and to feel the power of its history.
It will also be a question of giving new life to
Sant’Orsola thanks to the different experiences,
cultural and artistic events that will be offered.

’orologio”: dettaglio di un capitello murato

Pietro Rosselli per la costruzione di un pozzo nel chiostro “per smaltire

cato” 12. Vengono costruite altre due celle al piano primo sul lato doppio del
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04 THE SANT’ORSOLA EX-CONVENT REHABILITATION PROJECT

All services will be structured around
Sant’Orsola stunning courtyards :
The Spices Courtyard will retake its original
function, which is producing fruits, vegetables and
spices that can be consumed on site.
The Clock courtyard will be the ideal public space
and the complex’s center. In particular, it will be
through this courtyard that we get access to artist’s
studios, stores, a toy library and a restaurant.
This courtyard will also be an event venue
(e.g. to organize classical music concerts).

The Tobacco Courtyard will be the extension
of the event/museum space. Indeed, the space where
there was one of the two former churches (that
might house the tomb of Mona Lisa) will be further
enhanced and open to the public during the day.
It will also host cultural events.
On the upper floors, there will be seminar and
meeting rooms, the school of higher education,
a coworking space and dedicated residential spaces
(foresteria).
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04 DIVERSITY OF USES AND ACTIVITIES OF SANT’ORSOLA EX-CONVENT

DIVERSITY OF USES
AND ACTIVITIES

Live a local experience and feel the city.

Immerser
oneself to discover
the history of the city.
Contribute
to sustainable
development.

Consume local and healthy.

Discover and be inspired
through art, culture and
exclusive activities.

Interact within communities
that share common aspirations
and hobbies.

Work
whenever we needed at the
place we stay in.

Mix professional
and personal time.

Relax easily with a simplified offer and
accessible services.
Practice sports activities and develop one’s wellbeing.
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05AN URBAN PROJECT
IN FLORENCE,
FOR FLORENCE

For this project to be fully in line with its
neighborhood, the renovation of Sant’Orsola will go
along with the enhancement of its surroundings, and
in particular the streets Panicale, Taddea, Sant’Orsola
and Guelfa.
In fact, Sant’Orsola being close to the Mercato
Centrale di Firenze, the Basilica di San Lorenzo, and
the Piazza San Marco, it seeks to become a local hub
in the historical heart of Florence.
This project, for which ARTEA is making a significant
investment, will be financed in part by the company’s
equity capital and partly by a banking pool. Hence,
the Group is in discussion with several local banks
interested in financing this project.

After the administrative authorisations approvals and
the current work in progress led by the Metropolitan
City of Florence, ARTEA will take possession of the
site no later than spring 2022. The work duration
should be between two and three years.
As the work progresses, Sant’Orsola will unveil
itself and offer perspectives, itineraries, nooks
and crannies, details and outstanding architectural
remains. This will reaffirm day after day day the
common will of the Metropolitan City of Florence and
ARTEA to make this former convent an exceptional
place, in the heart of the city and of its time.

100% Italian, the Sant’Orsola valorization project
will be managed by the company ARTEA Italia,
which is under creation. Also, all the teams that
will work for this complex will be Italian.
During the renovation, there will be up to
100 workers on the construction site. At the time
of its opening, the complex will create more than
50 full-time jobs. This team, that ARTEA will
constitute, will make this ex-convent a dynamic,
inspiring and meaningful place, and will enable users
and visitors to “live the Sant’Orsola experience”.
May 16th, 1782 - Fernandino Morozzi i e Gaetano Bericgli
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06 GROUND FLOOR - ZOOM

CLOCK COURTYARD

TOBACCO COURTYARD

Extension of the museum / events space,
this courtyard will be a meeting area.
It will allow to get both an indoor and
outddor event space.

Photo for information
purposes

Be it an ideal public space, the Clock courtyard
will be the central point of Sant’Orsola.
In particular, it will grant access to artist’s
studios, stores, a toy library and a restaurant.
This courtyard will also be an event venue
(e.g. to organize classical music concerts).
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06 GROUND FLOOR - ZOOM

EVENT / MUSEUM SPACE

SPICES COURTYARD

It is in this large room that was
located one of the two old churches
of the complex that probably houses the
Mona Lisa’s grave. This space will be
renovated to be open to the public and
events.

This courtyard will return to its original
function, which is producing fruits,
vegetables and spices that can be
consumed on site. This vegetable garden
will also offer permaculture workshops.

Photo for information
purposes
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06 GROUND FLOOR - CLOCK COURTYARD
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07 PRESS CONFERENCE / PRESS ARTICLES

La Nazione,
20 janvier 2021,
Italie.

Corriere Fiorentino,
20 janvier 2021,
Italie.
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la Republica Firenze,
20 janvier 2021,
Italie.

Corriere Fiorentino,
20 janvier 2021,
Italie.
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08
CONTACTS
PHILI PP E BAUDRY

C AR LO B A N D I N I

T R I S TA N V A LV ER DE

NATHAN DUBOIS-STORA

ARTEA’s CEO
philippe.baudry@groupe-artea.fr

Architect
carlo.bandini@bcbprogetti.it

Architect
tristan.valverde@agencevbi.fr

Project manager
nathan.dubois-stora@groupe-artea.fr
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